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Minting and Publishing 
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Terminology

NFT — Non-fungible token
STRM — StreamCoin, the primary utility token of the StreamCoin ecosystem
NSTA_602 — NFT Standard Token Agreement_602, StreamCoin’s dedicated token 
standard for minting NFTs
BEP-20 — A token standard on Binance Smart Chain
Stream Chain — The native blockchain for the StreamCoin ecosystem
MetaMask — A software cryptocurrency wallet
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STRMNFT Overview & Requirements

STRMNFT is an all-in-one marketplace that allows users to create NFT ownership for their 
videos and images at an exceptional speed and with low transaction fees. It operates 
on Stream Chain and utilizes StreamCoin’s own NFT standard, NSTA_602, to create NFTs.

The STRMNFT marketplace has a web interface that works with any desktop or mobile 
device. However, there are some requirements users need to meet in order to benefit 
from all STRMNFT features:

• A valid email address to register on the marketplace.
• A MetaMask wallet to connect to STRMNFT (Required to mint and buy NFTs).
• A sufficient STRM balance (BEP-20 tokens only) for minting fees (Until July 2022, all 

NFTs will be minted with zero fees).
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Minting NFT Art

Minting Images

1. Sign in to your account on STRMNFT.
2. On the home page, click on the Mint icon in the top right corner.
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3. The default selection is Image Art, which refers to the image minting section.

4. Click Upload Image, and choose the file you want to mint from your device.
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5. Select the Category for your NFT.

6. Add the Title, Description, and Hashtags in their provided sections.
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7. If you want just to put your NFT on sale, keep the Fixed Price option and enter the 
Selling Price for your NFT with your preferred currency*.

8. To put your NFT on auction, select Timed Auction to view the available options.
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9. Here you need to select the Starting Date and Expiration Date for your auction (If 
your starting date was due before the approval, your NFT will go on auction once it is 
approved).

10. Set the Minimum Bid and Fixed price (Instant Buy Price) for your NFT.
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11. In case you want to mint multiple NFT units from the same file, select the desired 
number in the NFT Unit (Edition) section (Maximum 10 units can be minted).

12. Set the Royalty if you want to receive revenues for each time your NFT gets sold to a 
new buyer (The maximum percentage is 30%).
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13. In the Audience Setting section, you can choose to make your NFT available only for 
you (Private) or for all users to view (Public).

14. In case you are uploading sensitive content that is suitable only for adults, you need 
to check the “Restrict this content to viewers over 18” box.
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15. Agree to STRMNFT’s Terms & Conditions of Use, and then click Mint My NFT to 
proceed.
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*Note: STRM and BNB are currently the only tokens acceptable for payment in the 
STRMNFT marketplace. Other tokens will be supported later.

*Note: After minting your NFT, you need to publish it by request for approval in order to 
be able to sell it and make it publicly available for others to view.

16.   Once the process is complete, a pop-up window will appear; click View My 
Collections to view all your minted NFTs.
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Minting Videos

1. Sign in to your account on STRMNFT.
2. On the home page, click on the Mint icon in the top right corner.

3. Select Video Art, which refers to the video minting section.
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4. Click File, and choose a video to upload from your device.

5. Add the Title, Description, and Hashtags in their provided sections.
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6. If you want just to put your NFT on sale, keep the Fixed Price option and enter the 
Selling Price for your NFT with your preferred currency.

7. To put your NFT on auction, select Timed Auction to view the available options.
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8. Here you need to select the Starting Date and Expiration Date for your auction (If 
your starting date was due before the approval, your NFT will go on auction once it is 
approved).

9. Set the Minimum Bid and Fixed price (Instant Buy Price) for your NFT.
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10. In case you want to mint multiple NFT units from the same file, select the desired 
number in the NFT Unit (Edition) section (Maximum 10 units can be minted).

11. Set the Royalty if you want to receive revenues for each time your NFT gets sold to a 
new buyer (The maximum percentage is 30%).
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12. In the Audience Setting section, you can choose to make your NFT available only for 
you (Private) or for all users to view (Public).

13. In case you are uploading sensitive content that is suitable only for adults, you need 
to check the “Restrict this content to viewers over 18” box.
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14. Agree to STRMNFT’s Terms & Conditions of Use, and then click Mint My NFT to 
proceed (Make sure your video upload is complete first).

15. Once the process is complete, a pop-up window will appear; click View My 
Collections to view all your minted NFTs.
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Publishing an NFT (Request for Approval)

After minting the NFT, it will be available just for the user. In order to publish an NFT 
and make it available for sale, you need to send it for approval first. After the NFT gets 
approved, it will be available for other users to view and buy.

Follow these steps to publish your NFT:

1. Go to the STRMNFT homepage and click My Collections.
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2. Go to the NFT you want to publish, click on the three-dot menu, then select Request 
for approval (To find your created video NFTs, you need to change the filter from 
Image Art to Video Art)*.

3. Click Yes to confirm your request.
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4. MetaMask will pop up asking you to give permission for the transaction; Click 
Confirm.

5. After processing the transaction, you will get a message from STRMNFT stating that 
your request has been completed.

*Note: After minting a video NFT, you need to wait until the encoding is done before 
requesting approval.


